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SALINE INTRUSION AND GROUNDWATER DEVELO~~T ON A PACIFIC ATOLL 

1 Jo Do MATHER 

INTRODUCTION 

Since 1969 the Institute . of Geological Sciences has undertaken a nuruber of 
ground\>tat'er resource investigations on small oceanic limestone islands. These 
have included islands in the Bahamas, Turks and Caicos and Cayman Groups in the 
West Indies as well as Pacific atolls. The present paper descr.ibes some of the 
results of a study undertaken for the British Ministry of Overseas Development 
on Southern Taratta in the Gilbert and Ellice Islandso This sroup of islands ia 
situated in the south~west Pacific around the point at which the International 
Date Line intersects the equatorG Tarawa, the administrative capital, lies in 
the Northern Gilberts and is a typical Pacific atoll ~dth a line of small 
islands along the southern and ee.stern sides of its triango.!la.f.' lagoon (lo .. igure 
1) " The mean annual l'ainfall is 1812 llim 1 the wettest months being Decembel"~ 
January and FebTucu·y and the dl•iest August, September and Octobera 

A recent growth in population has meant that the traditional shallot; llnells are 
no longer adequates salinities have risen be~ause of the excessive demand~ and 
pollution has increased be~ause of lack of sewage facilities and poor environ
mental sanitation ~ In addition Tarawa is subject to periodic droughts which 
add to the general problem and require crisis 1:·en1edies .. 

Potable gToundwater is derived from precipitation which infiltrates to the water 
table. This water, being less dense 9 floats upon the underlying saline ground
water forming lens~shaped bodies whose thickness depends on the 't-Ji.dth of the 
island, the permeability of the aquifer and the rate at lofhich the fresht'<'ater 
systen1 is recharged .. The approximate :r·elationshi.p between the co~ordinates of 
the base of a static freshwater lens beneath an oceanic isl~~d, such as Tara~at 
is given by Henry (1964) 6 As is common in coastal and island situations the 
interface between the fresh and saline groundwaters is dispersed by the 
reciprocative motion of the tides which fo~ms a transition zone whose thickness 
depends mainly upon the magnitude of the tidal fluctuations an.d the perraeabili ty 
of the aquifer .. An equilib1•ium thickness for this i11terface is reached when the 
rate at which saline wateJ.• is introduced into the freshwe.ter is balanced by the 
rate at '~<Jhich it is carried back to ·the sea by flo~-~ l:.d. thin the freshvater system 
(Cooper ~ 1959; Kohout, 1960) .. 

There hav·e been a ).lumber of previous repox•ts produced on the water supply 
problem of Tarawa which have considered groundwater resources M These reports 
have l."esulted in the creation of water reserve areas on Betio, Teaoraereke 9 

Temaiku and Bonriki (Figure 1) where abstraction takes place from wells drain~ 
iug tnfil tration galleries~ each pumping at a rate of 1 .. 263 li tres per sec~ 
There are also galleries, not protected >dthilt t1ater l."eserves, in the tlu-ee 
main settlements of Betio 9 Bairiki and Bikenibeuo 

The highest acceptable level of salinity for potable water on Tarawa is 
considered to be 950 mg/1 Cl'D ~ a figure based on tests carried out by the 
Medical Department on local schoolchildren$ However, a more appropriate aim 
fo1· planning purposes seems to be the maximum of 600 mg/1 Cl- recommended by 
the World Health Organisation ( 1971), whilst accepting that it. could be··allowed. 
to rise to 950 mg/1 Cl- during severe dr•ought periodsa The present survey was 

1Hydrogeological Department, Institute of Gaological Sciences, London SW7 2DE~ 
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undertaken during what normally constitutes the dry season in Tarawa, when 
freshwater lenses should be at their thinnesto Unfortunately the preceeding 
months were characterised by rainfall well above average which continued during 
the survey and which meant that freshwater lenses were probably at their 
maximum thicknesses so that results had to be interpr·eted accordingly. 

G.EX>LOGY 

The small islands along the southern and eastern sides of the atoll consist of 
unconsolidated deposits of sand and gravel resting on a solid foundation of 
coral limestone ~ As on Onotoa in the Southern Gilberts (Cloud~ 1952) there is 
abundant evidence of a former stand of the sea about 2 m above present seaw 
lev·eL From Betio to Temaiku (Figure 1) along the atolls' southern limb a 
discontinuous boulder rampart~ often covered in sand, faces the open oceano 
The lagoon shore is a low sandy flat with an inner depression locally developedo 
This depression is the site of pits~ dug to intersect the water table, for the 
cultivation of "babai", a coarse calladium. Excavations for water supply 
galleries indicate that hard coral limestone underlies the sands at or just 
below mean sea levelo 

The islands of Bo.nriki and Buota (Figure 1) are the most southerly of those 
forming the eastern limb of the triangle which makes up Tara~va atoll. Probably 
because they are on the windward side~ the seaward facing ramparts are well 
dev·eloped with extensive sand flats behind. On Bonriki the main land mass has 
a width of about 1000 n1 which well exceeds that of any of the islands along the 
southern limb. Near the ocean coastline boreholes proved 3 m of coarse sand 
o,,·erlying coral limestone~ however, in the centre of the island over 12 m of 
coarse and fine sands were proved and boreholes were still in sand at this 
depth~ To the north of Buota the geology again changes and deposits of gravel 9 

of no ~·eat thickness$ overlie coral limestone lagoonwards of the seaward 
facing rampart., 

The t\>'0 rock types encountered~ sand and gra"i·el overlying coral limestone, differ 
considerably in their hydrogeological properties ., The sands and gravels have a 
high effective porosity and groundwater flow is intergranularo The underlying 
coral limestone consists of a framework of corals with a matrix of coral debris 
of sand gradeo Cores indicate that there is a large amount of interconnected 
void space and permeabilities are higho Values of specific yield of 15% for 
the sands and 27% for the coral limestone have been calculated from an analysis 
of water level response to rainfall. 

GROUNDWATER RESOURCES 

Exploratory techniques 

Four techniques were used to investigate the distribution of groundwater lenses 
within the islets of Tarawac Initially historical data were collected and 
salinity/time plots made .. This was followed by a field survey of existing 
wells and infiltration galleries and measurements of water levels and 
salinities. Potential fresh water areas were then explored in more detail 
using electrical resistivity and test drilling~ 

The electrical resistivity technioue employed depends for its effectiveness on 
the fact that groundwater in the upper part of a freshwater lens has a con~ 
ductivity approximately one hundred times lower than the underlying saline 
groundwater. Across the transition zone the resistivity changes gradually 
and detailed measurements have indicated the following approximate relatiou 
ship between the various layers which are likely to be encountered on the 
islands:-
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Using this information it is possible to construct two type curves which 
describe two contrasting groundwater conditionso In areas where the fresh
water le11s is thin or absent there will be a gradual decrease in resistivity 
as the current penetrates first the unsaturated zone then the very thin 
freshwater lens, followed by the transition zone and the zone occupied by 
saline groundtotater, resulting in a depth probe curve similai· to curve A 
in Figure 2o By contrast where the fr-eshwater zone has an appreciable 
thick11ess there will be a portion of the curve in which the decrease in 
resistivity with increasing depth will be reduced or will cease altogether 
as the current penetrates more deeply into the freshwater layer~ which ~rl.ll 
be of approximately constant resistivity.. The resistivity will then start 
to fall rapidly as the current penetrates the transition zone and eventually 
the zone occupied by saline ground\'rater" This curve will be similar in type 
to curve B (Figure 2) 9 where the base of the freshwater lens is taken as the 
point at which resistivity starts to fall rapidly with increasing current 
penetrationG Although this inflexion is unlikely to correspond exactly to 
a salinity of 600 ppm Cl~ the difference is probably not significanto 

Expanding electrode depth probes were made using an ABEM Terrametero The 
Wenner electrode configuration$ in which four electrodes are spaced at equal 
intervals along a straight line and the interval spacing increased, vas used 
throughout n 

A total of 4 small diameter boreholes was drilled with a portable rotary 
rigo However, the rig was not well suited to the terrain and drilling was 
abandoned once sufficient boreholes had been drilled to confirm the inter'" 
pretation of the resistivity data. 

Distribution and thicknesses of lenses 

The island of Betio (Figure 1) can be used as an exaMple to illustrate the 
conditions found in the islands along the southern limb of Tarawao An 
infiltration gallery was constructed on the recommendation of consultants 
in 1962 and the salinity data from this gallery are compared with rainfall 
in Figure 3. The comparison indicates the inverse relationship between the 
two parameters, periods of high rainfall corresponding to periods of low 
groundwater salinity and vice versac Periods of low rainfall resulted in 
peaks in the groundwater salinity curve of about 600 mg/1 Cl- in 1965 and 
1966, 1300 mg/1 cr· in 1968 and over 3000 mg/1 Cl- during the extended 
drought of 1970 and 1971~ The sensitivity of this inter-dependence can be 
illustrated from the 1971 drought; in July when there \-ras 97 rnrn of rai11fall 
groundwater salinities were down to 800 mg/1 Cl-~ during August and 
September rainfalls of 41 and 4o rnrn were recorded and salinities rose to 
over 3000 mg/1 Cl- but the increased rainfall of 100 rnrn in October 1971 
reduced salinities again to about 100~ mg/1 Cl-o 
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Fig 3e Correlation between rainfaU and the salinity of the main 
gallery on Betio -
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It might be suggested that the increases in salinity at thi s galler}' :·esu.:..: 
from overpumping and that a reduction in pumping rate would reduce ::oa.li::.i ·: :...e.s 
to an acceptable level. Abstraction from all Government sources on Be ti.c ~~s 

less than 90,000 litres per day and~ although a reduction in pumpin~ rate 
should reduce salinHies, it seems unlikely that this would .solve tn.:; :::::::-cj '!.. em. 
A network of 30 small local, wells, distri·outed over the ".Nhol-=: o~~ Eet ·i ~: "~as 

been sampled since early 1971 ~ In Fe1Jruary 1971, after a per~od of :.:.- ··-"'' ;;,;" 
rain over 5 months the salinity of most of the wells we.s in excess o"i. · ;:i.'-· 
;ng./l Cl~, a.hstractiou from these wells is by buci<e'C so thc.t t~1e ~-~•:.:;. "'<.::--:: "-:' 
salinity l.F:: not the reS"o.ll t of overpump).nga 

It is clea-r· that the rise in salini -cy during drought period.s ~as1.:!L -cs :.'rc~n ~>.e 

'tft·ry thla f:;:-eslmater lens present en Betic. Storage of fr•ashwatcr -::_ :. i·~i.;·:. ·.~;1is 

le11s is limited snd probably insufficient to provide for even !:att:r::_ ~ l c·.s.stc;s 
:r;ithout salini. ties rising to an ur.acceptable 1::\rel$ 1'\.lr'the:r· evj_d-3nr: .,. ~'-:::<:< i;';_i s 
is supplied by t.he resistivity data; depth probe curves a..-e ELY:~.la::.· ,. :· ~:~-: 

curve fl. (Figure 2) and indicate that the fresh\<iater lens is v~r:; '~~c:. L · ·' .., 

thez-e is !lO :pot-ential for development of g1Ct:ndwater :fCl' a fC'Ca'..:.lo .· • , .c. 
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GROUNDWATER ABSTRACTION 

A discussion of the abstraction of groundwater on Tarawa must include two 
fundamental problems: 

(1) the total volume of potable groundwater that a lens is capable of 
yielding without risk of overexploi tation ~ its sustainable yield 

and 

(2) the most efficient method of abstracting this groundwater~ 

Sustainable yield has been calculated using the method discussed by ~~ther 
( 1975).. This uses the equation given by He11ry ( 1964) and 9 making the assump
tion that abstracting groundwater from a lens is equivalent to reducing 
vertical recharge~ the effect on a lens of different abstraction rates is 
defined ., The most appropriate abstraction rate for a particulai• lens is then 
derived taking into account the amount of storage which must remain within the 
lens so that abstraction can continue during drought periods and also the 
r eduction in the freshwater head and consequent increase in the transition 
zone brought about during pun1ping (Mather~ 1975) .. 

On Tarawa, the lack of data on evapotl·anspir~tion means that on.e of the 
parameters needed for such calculations, the effective recharge to the ~ound
'<~ater x-eseTvoir 9 cannot be estin1ated accurately a However, froru unpublished 
uork undertaken on coconut groves else~.t!here iu the Pacific it is considered 
that on average not more than 250 mm per annum of the incident ra:i.nfall i~; 

available to recharge the freshl>rater lens and that in areas where the t-later 
table is less than 1 m below g-rotmd surface effective recharge may be much 
lO\-i'er., 
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TABLE 1 

REX:OMUENDED GROUND\<JATER ABSTRAC~[IIOM RATES FOR TARAWA 

~· 

3 
2 

1 

available for 
abstraction 

1.50 
150 

100 

25 

Nil 

abstraction ra·te 
in 1/dey/ha 

4100 

4'100 

2800 

)developll'leilt 
~impracticable 

L---.--.;..-~-~_,_.1.-----·---·.....,_ _____ __ .__ _____ , 

The recommended sustainable yields for lenses of different thicknesses 011 

Tarat<sa are given in Table 1 " These assume that the original lenses 't'lere 
equilibrium systems resulting from an average of 250 mm of effective rech.ar.ge 
per almunt and allo\'r for a drought of three successive years \.Ji tll a z-a:i.nfall 
60% below the mean ~1hich i.s the most severe to have affected Tara1;.ra. The 
recommended pumping r ates ~e calculated to reduce the thickness of a lens to 
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one third of its original thickness. It should be noted from Table 1 that 
only a lens with a thickness of over 6 m is capable of a sustainable yield 
of freshwatero Thus on southern Tarawa, only the lenses on Bonriki and Buota 
are likely to be worth developing on a long term basiso 

On Tarawa groundt'!ater is abstracted from galleries consisting of a 60 m trench, 
dug to intersect the water table, feeding a central pumping well~ The trench 
is backfilled with coral rubble or~ in the newer galleries, dry butt-jointed 
concrete blocks surrounded by a 150 mra layer of pea gravelo The main require
ment of these galleries is that they should result in negligible drawdowns to 
minililise the .UJn!Tards coning of salt \-tater beneath abstraction points., They are 
very efficient in this respect but are expensive to construct. Experiments 
uere therefore initiated to see if" they could be replaced by dug wells, but 
drawdcwns were far in excess of those in the galleries and it is suggested that 
delf·elopment by galleries should continueo In the Bonriki lens 4 galleries each 
pumpi.ng at about o32/lib•es/sec would be required to develop the 35 ha of the 
lens O"Ver 9 m in thickness givi~g a total yield for the lens of around 110,000 
litres/dayo 

CONCLUSIONS 

The narrowness of the islands lying along the southern limb of Tarawa and the 
thin veneer of unconsolidated deposits overlying highly permeable coral 
limestone means that freshwater lenses are thin. Abstraction leads to saline 
intrusion during periods of low rainfall and the groundwater is no longer 
potableo In many areas the lens is incapable of sustaining even natural 
losses during drought periods without becoming brackish~ 

The accumulation of an appreciable thickness of sand in the south-eastern 
corner of the triangular atoll provides suitable conditions for the formation 
of a significant freshwater lensti This lens is capable of sustaining a yield 
of potable water without resultant problems of saline intrusion~ It is 
suggested that a similar situation is likely to occur on other recently 
emerged atollso Groundwater prospecting should therefore concentrate on 
those areas where prevailing winds may have built up a significant thickness 
of sand on the lagoonward side of the emergent islands. 
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